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1
T HE C OORDINATION AND E FFICIENCY OF THE E CONOMIC S YSTEM
From the time of Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations in 1776, one recurrent theme
of economic analysis has been the remarkable degree of coherence among the
vast numbers of individual and seemingly separate decisions about the buying
and selling of commodities. In everyday, normal experience, there is something
of a balance between the amounts of goods and services that some individuals
want to supply and the amounts that other, different individuals want to sell.
Would-be buyers ordinarily count correctly on being able to carry out their
intentions, and would-be sellers do not ordinarily find themselves producing
great amounts of goods that they cannot sell. This experience of balance is
indeed so widespread that it raises no intellectual disquiet among laymen;
they take it so much for granted that they are not disposed to understand the
mechanism by which it occurs. T he paradoxical result is that they have no
idea of the system’s strength and are unwilling to trust it in any considerable
departure from normal conditions. This reaction is most conspicuous in wartime situations with radical shifts in demand. It is taken for granted that these
can be met only by price control, rationing, and direct allocation of resources.
Yet there is no reason to believe that the same forces that work in peacetime
would not produce a working system in time of war or other considerable
shifts in demand. (There are undesirable consequences of a free market system,
but sheer unworkability is not one of them.)
I do not want to overstate the case. The balancing of supply and demand is
far from perfect. Most conspicuously, the history of the capitalist system has
been marked by recurring periods in which the supply of available labor and
of productive equipment available for the production of goods has been in
excess of their utilization, sometimes, as in the 1930’s, by very considerable
magnitudes. Further, the relative balance of overall supply and demand in the
postwar period in the United States and Europe is in good measure the result
of deliberate governmental policies, not an automatic tendency of the market
to balance.
Nevertheless, when all due allowances are made, the coherence of individual
economic decisions is remarkable. As incomes rise and demands shift, for
example, from food to clothing and housing, the labor force and productive
facilitities follow suit. Similarly, and even more surprising to the layman, there
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is a mutual interaction between shifts in technology and the allocation of the
labor force. As technology improves exogenously, through innovations, the
labor made redundant does not become permanently unemployed, but finds
its place in the economy. It is truly amazing that the lessons of both theory
and over a century of history are still so misunderstood. On the other hand,
a growing accumulation of instruments of production raises real wages and
in turn induces a rise in the prices of labor-intensive commodities relative to
those which use little labor. All these phenomena show that by and large and
in the long view of history, the economic system adjusts with a considerable
degree of smoothness and indeed of rationality to changes in the fundamental
facts within which it operates.
The problematic nature of economic coordination is most obvious in a free
enterprise economy but might seem of lesser moment in a socialist or planned
society. But a little reflection on the production and consumption decisions of
such a society, at least in the modern world of complex production, shows
that in the most basic aspects the problem of coordination is not removed by
the transition to socialism or to any other form of planning. In the pure model
of a free enterprise world, an individual, whether consumer or producer, is the
locus both of interests or tastes and of information. Each individual has his
own desires, which he is expected to pursue within the constraints imposed by
the economic mechanism; but in addition he is supposed to have more information about himself or at least about a particular sphere of productive and
consumptive activity than other individuals. It might be that in an ideal socialist economy, all individuals will act in accord with some agreed ideas of the
common good, though I personally find this concept neither realistic nor
desirable, in that it denies the fact and value of individual diversity. But not
even the most ideal socialist society will obviate the diversity of information
about productive methods that must obtain simply because the acquisition of
information is costly. Hence, the need for coordination, for some means of
seeing that plans of diverse agents have balanced totals, remains.
How this coordination takes place has been a central preoccupation of
economic theory since Adam Smith and received a reasonably clear answer
in the 1870’s with the work of Jevons, Menger, and above all, Leon Walras: it
was the fact that all agents in the economy faced the same set of prices that provided the common flow of information needed to coordinate the system. There
was, so it was argued, a set of prices, one for each commodity which would
equate supply and demand for all commodities; and if supply and demand were
unequal anywhere, at least some prices would change, while none would
change in the opposite case. Because of the last characteristics, the balancing
of supply and demand under these conditions may be referred to as equilibrium
in accordance with the usual use of that term in science and mathematics.
The adjective, “general,” refers to the argument that we cannot legitimately
speak of equilibrium with respect to any one commodity; since supply and
demand on any one market depends on the prices of other commodities, the
overall equilibrium of the economy cannot be decomposed into separate equilibria for individual commodities.
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Now even in the most strictly neoclassical version of price theory, it is not
precisely true that prices alone are adequate information to the individual
agents for the achievement of equilibrium, a point that will be developed
later. One brand of criticism has put more stress on quantities themselves as
signals, including no less an authority than the great Keynes [1936]; see especially the interpretation of Keynes by Leijonhufvud [1968, especially Chapter
II]. More recently the same argument has been advanced by Kornai [1971]
from socialist experience. Nevertheless, while the criticisms are, in my judgment,
not without some validity, they have not given rise to a genuine alternative
model of detailed resource allocation. The fundamental question remains,
how does an overall total quantity, say demand, as in the Keynesian model,
get transformed into a set of signals and incentives for individual sellers?
If one shifts perspective from description to design of economies, it is not
so hard to think of non-price coordinating mechanisms; we are in fact all
familiar with rationing in one form or another. Here, the discussion of coordination shades off in that of efficiency. There has long been a view that the
competitive price equilibrium is efficient or optimal in some sense that rationing
is not. This sense and the exact statement of the optimality theorem were
clarified by Pareto [1909, Chapter VI, sections 32-38] and, in the 1930’s
by my teacher, Hotelling [1938] and by Bergson [1938]. An allocation of
resources is Pareto efficient (or Pareto optimal) if there is no other feasible allocation
which will make everyone better off (or, as more usually stated, make everyone
at least as well off and at least one member better off). Then, by an argument
that I shall sketch shortly, it was held that a competitive equilibrium necessarily yielded a Pareto efficient allocation of resources.
It was, of course, recognized, most explicitly perhaps by Bergson, that
Pareto efficiency in no way implied distributive justice. An allocation of resources could be efficient in a Pareto sense and yet yield enormous riches to
some and dire poverty to others.

2
T HE H ICKS - SAMUELSON M ODEL

OF

G ENERAL E Q U I L I B R I U M

I will state more formally the model of general competitive equilibrium as it
had been developed by about 1945, primarily through the detailed developments and syntheses of Hicks [1939] and Samuelson [1947]. Competitive
analysis is founded on two basic principles: optimizing behavior on the part of
individual agents in the presence of prices taken as given by them and the
setting of the prices so that, given this individual behavior, supply equals
demand on each market. The outcome of the competitive process is then to
be evaluated in terms of Pareto efficiency and additional conditions on the
resulting distribution of goods.
The maximizing behavior of individuals has been well surveyed by Samuelson in his Nobel lecture [1971], and I will not go over that ground here.
I just want to remind the listener of a few elementary points. The first is that
the consumer’s choices are subject to a budget constraint. The consumer
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starts with the possession of some quantities of economically valuable goods,
such as labor of particular types, land, or other possessions. Let us imagine there
are n commodities altogether, and let &i be the amount of commodity i
owned initially by individual h (this may well be zero for most commodities).
If pi is the price of the ith commodity, then his total income available for expenditure is i pi &h(. Hence, he can choose for consumption any bundle of

presumed to choose his most preferred bundle. The most usual interpretation
of “most preferred” in this context is that there is a preference ordering over
all possible bundles, according to which, for every pair of bundles, one is
preferred to the other or else the two are indifferent; and these pairwise judgments have the consistency property known to logicians as “transitivity;” thus,
for example, if bundle A is preferred to bundle B and B to C, then A will be
preferred to C. This “ordinalist” view of preferences was originally due to
Pareto and to Irving Fisher, about 1900, and represented an evolution from
the earlier “cardinalist” position, according to which a measurable satisfaction or “utility” was associated with each bundle, and the consumer chose
that bundle which maximized utility within the budget set. Obviously, a
cardinal utility implies an ordinal preference but not vice versa ; and if the only
operational meaning of utility is in the explanation of consumer choice, then
clearly two utility functions which defined the same preference ordering are
operationally indistinguishable.1
The most preferred bundle then is a function, xh( (PI, . . ., pn) of all prices.
Notice that, from this viewpoint, all prices clearly enter into the determination
of the demand for any one commodity. For one thing, the rise in any one price
clearly diminishes the residual income available for all other commodities.
More specifically, however, the demands for some commodities are closely
interrelated with others; thus, the demand for gasoline is perhaps more
influenced by the use of automobiles and therefore by their price than it is
by its own price. The interrelation of all demands is clearly displayed here.
The characterization of consumer choice by optimization can, as we all
know, be made more explicit. Let us recall Hicks’s definition of the marginal
rate of substitution between two commodities for any individual. For any given
bundle, (x7, . . ., x:), consider all bundles indifferent to it, i.e., neither preferred
to it nor inferior to it. If we hold all but two commodity quantities constant,
say Xk = xi (k # i, j) we can consider x i as a function of x j on this indifference
4

The ordinalist view in fact only began to have wide currency in the 1930’s, and indeed

the treatments of Hicks and Samuelson, along with a paper of Hotelling’s [1935], did much
to make the ordinalist view standard. Interestingly enough, both Hicks and Samuelson have
studied consumer choice by alternative axiom systems even weaker than ordinalism; see
Hicks and Allen [1935], Samuelson [1938].
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surface. Then - d xi/dx j, evaluated at the point xi = x9, all i, is the marginal
rate of substitution of commodity j for commodity i; it is, to a first approximation, the amount of commodity i that would be required to compensate for a
loss of one unit of commodity j. The optimizing consumer will equate this
marginal rate of substitution to the price ratio, pj/pt; for if the two were unequal,
it would be possible to move along the indifference surface in some direction
and reduce spending.
But since the marginal rate of substitution for any pair of commodities is
equal to the price ratio for all individuals, it is also true that the marginal
rate of substitution for any two commodities is the same for all individuals. This
suggests in turn that there is no possibility that two or any number of individuals
can gain by trading with each other after achieving a competitive equilibrium.
The equality of the marginal rates of substitution means that a trade which
would leave one individual on an indifference surface would do the same to the
other. Hence, a competitive equilibrium satisfies the same kinds of conditions
that are satisfied by a Pareto optimum.
(It will be observed that the stated conditions for a consumer optimum and
for a Pareto optimum are first-order conditions in the differential calculus.
Hotelling, Hicks, and Samuelson also developed the second-order conditions
which distinguish maxima from minima and showed that these had important
implications.)
Evaluation of the performance of an economy with regard to distributive
justice was far less studied, not surprisingly, since the deepest philosophical
issues are at stake. The Anglo-American tradition had incorporated in it
one viewpoint, tacitly accepted though rarely given much prominence, the
utilitarian views of Bentham and Sidgwick, given formal expression by
Edgeworth. The criterion was the maximization of the sum of all individuals’
utilities. This criterion only made sense if utility were regarded as cardinally
measurable. With the rise of ordinalist doctrines, the epistemological basis for
the sum-of-utilities criterion was eroded. It was to this issue that Bergson’s
famous paper [1938] was addressed. As already noted, a given preference
ordering corresponds to many different utility functions. For any given set of
preference orderings for the members of the economy, choose for each one of
the utility functions which imply that preference ordering, and then the
social welfare is expressed as some function, W( U 1, . . ., U n) of the individual
utilities. The function W will change appropriately if the utility indicator for
the given preference orderings is changed, so that the entire representation is
consistent with the ordinalist interpretation. However, the function W is not
uniquely prescribed, as in the Edgeworth-Bentham sum of utilities, but is
itself an expression of social welfare attitudes which may differ from individual
to individual.
So far, I have, for simplicity, spoken as if there were no production, an
omission which must be repaired. A productive unit or firm is characterized
by a relation between possible outputs and inputs. A firm may have, of course,
more than one output. Then firm f may be characterized by its transformation
surface, defined by an equation, T(yj, . . ., ym) = 0, where yp is taken to be
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an output if positive and input if negative; the surface is taken to define the
efficient possible input-output vectors for the firm, that is, those which yield
maximum output of one commodity for given inputs and given outputs of
other commodities. The optimizing behavior of the firm is taken to be the
maximization of profit among the points on its transformation surface. Because
of the sign conventions for inputs and outputs, the firm is seeking to maximize,

It is assumed in the treatment by Hicks and by Samuelson in the books
referred to that the transformation surface is differentiable, so that the maximum-profit position is defined by suitable marginal equalities, and that the
result is a function, yfi (PI, . . ., pn) (i = 1, . . ., n).
Two remarks should be made at this point : (1) Clearly, if all prices are multiplied by the same positive constant, the budget constraint for households is
really unchanged, and hence so are the consumer demands. Similarly, the
profits are multiplied by a positive constant, so that the profit-maximizing
choice of a firm is unchanged. Hence, the functions xh{ (PI, . . ., pn) and yfi
(PI, . . ., Pn) are homogeneous of degree zero in their arguments. (2) The
firms’ profits have to be treated as part of the income of the households that
own them. This causes a modification of the previous budget constraint for
the individual, which I shall not spell out in symbols here but will refer to
below.

The supply by households is the aggregate amount they have to begin with, i.e.,

Finally, the aggregate supply by firms is,

some firms may be demanders rather than suppliers, but the sign convention
assures that the above sum gives the aggregate net supply by firms, i.e., after
cancelling out demands by one firm which are supplied by another. Hence,
the market excess demand for commodity i is,
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tures planned at any set of prices equals the monetary value of his initial endowments plus his share of the profits, we have in the aggregate that the
money value of planned expenditures by all households equals the money
value of total endowments plus total profits, or,

where the identity symbol reminds that this relation, called by Lange [1942]
Walras’ Law, holds for all values of the prices.
The general equilibrium of the economy is then the set of prices which equate
all excess demands to zero,

3
T HE N EED

FOR

F URTHER D EVELOPMFNT

There were, however, several directions in which the structure of general
equilibrium theory was either incomplete or inconsistent with doctrines which
had strong currency in economic theory.
(1) There was no proof offered that the system of equations defining general
equilibrium had a solution at all; that is, it was not known that there existed
a set of prices which would make excess demand zero on every market. This
was the most serious unresolved problem.
(2) The assumptions on production were not the same as those used in the
analysis of production itself. In the latter, a common, though not universal,
assumption was that of constant returns to scale; if any production process
can be carried out, with given inputs and outputs, then the process can be
carried out at any scale. That is, if the inputs are all multiplied by the same
positive number, then it is possible to produce the same multiple of all the
outputs. But in this case, there cannot be a unique profit-maximizing position
for any set of prices. For suppose there were a position which yielded positive
profits. Then doubling all inputs and outputs is feasible and yields twice as
great profits. Hence, there would be no profit-maximizing position, since any
one could be improved upon. On the other hand, zero profits can always be
obtained by having no inputs and no outputs. It can be concluded that, if
prices are such that there is some profit-maximizing set of inputs and outputs
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not all zero, the corresponding profits must be zero, and the same profits can
be achieved by multiplying all inputs and outputs by any positive number.
Therefore, under constant returns to scale, there is never a single-valued
function, yfi (PI, . . ., plz) defining inputs and outputs as a function of prices;
rather, for any given set of prices, either there is no profit-maximizing inputoutput vector or else there is a whole ray of them. But then the notion of
equating supply and demand must be redefined.
Of somewhat lesser importance in this regard is the fact that the transformation surface need not be differentiable in very plausible circumstances. A
frequently-held view was that production of a given output required prescribed amounts of each input; in some circumstances, at least, it is impossible
to reduce the need for one input by increasing the amount of another. This is
the fixed-coefficient technology. In this case, it can easily be seen that though
the transformation surface is well defined, it is not differentiable but has kinks
in it.
(3) The relation between Pareto-efficient allocations and competitive equilibria was less clearly formulated than might be desired. What had really
been shown was that the necessary first-order conditions for Pareto efficiency
were the same as the first-order conditions for maximization by firms and
individuals when the entire economy is in a competitive equilibrium.
(4) Actually, the condition for individual optimization (equating of marginal
rates of substitution to price ratios) required some modification to take care
of corner maxima. It is obvious to everyday observation that for each individual
there are some (indeed, many) commodities of which he consumes nothing.
Similarly, for every firm, there are some commodities which are neither inputs
to nor outputs of it. But then the argument that the marginal rate of substitution must equal the price ratio for each individual breaks down. For consider an individual for whom the marginal rate of substitution of commodity j
for commodity i is less than the price ratio, pi/pi, but the individual consumes
nothing of commodity i. A small increase in the consumption of i with a
compensating decrease in j to stay on the same indifference surface would involve an increase in costs. The only way to achieve a decrease in cost without
moving to a less preferred position would be to decrease the consumption of i;
but this is impossible, since consumption cannot fall below zero. It is true, however, that the marginal rate of substitution of j for i cannot exceed the price ratio.
Similarly, if one individual consumes nothing of commodity i, it is possible
to have Pareto efficiency with his marginal rate of substitution of j for i less
than for some other individual. Since marginal rates of substitution do not
have to be equated across individuals either for competitive equilibria or for
Pareto-efficient allocations, the relation between the two concepts was seen
to need further study.
(5) Still another question is whether supply and demand are necessarily
equal. Clearly, demand cannot exceed supply, for there would have to be
unfulfilled demands. But as we look around us, we see that there are goods, i.e.,
flows which we prefer to have, which nevertheless are so abundant that we
have no desire for more. Air and sunlight come immediately to mind. Charac-
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teristically, such highly abundant goods are free; no price is charged for their
use.
This elementary observation has been made a number of times by economists.
A distinction was drawn between scarce goods and free goods, the former alone
being the proper subject matter of economics. But it is easy to see from a
mathematical viewpoint that the classification of goods in this way is not
a given but depends on those parameters of the system which govern tastes,
technology, and initial supplies. Suppose, for example, that we have two
commodities, A and B, which serve as factors of production only. Suppose
further it so happens that the two factors are always used together and always
in the same proportion, say, one unit of A with two units of B. Finally, suppose
that A and B are not themselves produced goods but are natural resources
available in equal quantities. Then clearly commodity B is the bottleneck;
commodity A is a free good in the usual economic sense, since a small change
in the quantity available would have no effect on production. But this classification of the two goods into free and scarce is relative to the technology and
to the initial supplies of the two goods. If a technological innovation reduced
the need for B so that one unit of A required the cooperation of less than one
unit of B, B would become the free good, and A, the scarce one; and the
same would happen if the initial supply of A were reduced, perhaps by some
catastrophe, to less than half of that of B.
The conditions for equilibrium then have to be modified. We require now
that excess demand be non-positive and that, for any commodity for which it
is negative, the price be zero. In symbols,

in which there are free goods are referred to as comer equilibria.
The problem just raised illustrates a general tendency in the evolution of
general equilibrium theory for a shift from a local to a global analysis. If we
consider small shifts in the parameters which determine tastes, technology,
and initial supplies, the classification of goods into free and scarce remains
unchanged. Hence, from a local viewpoint, the list of scarce goods could legitimately be taken as given. We need not debate here the relative virtues of
local and global analysis: clearly a global analysis is always preferable if it is
possible, but a local analysis will normally produce more specific implications.
But it turns out that the first of the problems raised, that of the existence of
equilibrium prices, cannot be handled at all except from a global viewpoint;
and the realization of the possibility of corner equilibria turned out to be
an indispensable step in the development of an existence proof.
To avoid a misinterpretation of this list of the needs for further development,
two points should be stressed: (1) the general aims and structure of general
equilibrium theory have remained those already set forth by Hicks, and the
subsequent development would have been impossible and indeed meaningless
except on his foundations; (2) I have summarized here only the most general
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and foundational aspects of the work of Hicks and Samuelson, since those
are most relevant for my present purpose, but the primary interest of both
was rather in the laws of working of the general equilibrium system, results
not summarized above, than in the questions of existence and the like.
4
T HE G ERMAN -L ANGUAGE L ITERATURE
We must turn from the Anglo-American work to a variant strand of neoclassical thought, published primarily in German, and written to a considerable
extent by mathematicians rather than economists. The whole literature might
be described as an extended commentary on a formulation of general equilibrium theory by Cassel [1918], a statement rather different in nature from
that of Hicks. In particular, maximizing behavior hardly appeared in Cassel’s
model. With regard to individual consumers, Cassel also assumed that the
demand of individual households was a function of prices; he did not, however,
seek to derive this demand from a preference or utility maximization. With
regard to production, he assumed a fixed-coefficient technology, so that there
was in effect no scope for profit maximization by firms; the demands for
inputs were completely defined by the outputs, independent of prices. More
explicitly, Cassel differentiated commodities into produced goods and primary
factors, the two classes being assumed distinct. Individuals owned initially
only primary factors, and they demand only produced goods. Produced goods
were made by inputs of primary factors; let a be the amount of factor j used
in the production of one unit of good i. Let P be the set of produced goods, F,
that of factors.
At any set of prices, the total demand for produced good i is,
ij

the demand for factor j by the industry producing good i is then a x i, and the
total demand for factor j is obtained by summing this demand over all producing industries. On the other hand, the initial supply of factor j is 2 &j, so
ij

h

that the condition for equality of supply and demand for factor j is,

About contemporaneously with von Stackelberg, Neisser [1932] showed
that it could easily be true that the complete Cassel system could be satisfied
only if some factor prices were negative.
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existed an equilibrium in which all prices are non-negative. He interested the
mathematician Abraham Wald in this problem, and the latter showed in a
brilliant series of papers [1933-4, 1934-5], summarized in [1936], that
equilibrium indeed existed, though rather strong assumptions had to be made
and the analysis was confined to variations of the Cassel model. Wald’s reasoning was formidably complex, and his work published in a German-language
mathematics journal; it was only some ten years later that American mathematical economists began to be aware of it.
Within the same period, the mathematician John von Neumann published
a paper [1937] which had in the longer run a deeper impact, though its subject
matter was less relevant. This was a development of Cassel’s model of steady
growth of the economy. The aim was to show the existence of a growth path
with maximum proportional expansion in all commodities. From an economic
point of view the model was somewhat strange in that there was no consumption at all; the outputs of one period were inputs into activities which generated
the outputs of the next period. There were three noteworthy points which had
great influence on the development of general equilibrium theory: (1) The
structure of production was characterized in a novel way. It was assumed
that there were a fixed set of activities, each being characterized by a vector
of possible inputs and outputs and each being technologically capable of
operation at any scale. This generalized the fixed-coefficient model, in which
there was one activity for each output. The feasible combinations of activities
were those for which the total usage of each input did not exceed the amount
available from previous production. (2) The maximum growth path could be
characterized as a sort of competitive equilibrium, in the sense that it was
mathematically possible and meaningful to introduce a new set of variables,
which could be regarded as prices. Any activity that was run at all yielded
zero profits; other activities yielded zero or negative profits. Hence, the choice
of activity levels could be described as profit-maximizing, where the maxima
may involve some corners. Further, the price of any commodity for which the
demand as input fell short of the amount available had to be zero; hence,
the competitive equilibrium could require corners. (3) The method of proof
of the existence of prices and relative quantities which yielded a maximum
growth rate required the use of a tool from combinatorial topology, a generalization of Brouwer’s fixed point theorem. From a mathematical viewpoint,
the existence of equilibrium in the von Neumann growth model was a gener-
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alization of the minimax theorem for zero-sum two-person games, which von
Neumann had studied a few years earlier. The interest in game theory following the publication of the great book of von Neumann and O. Morgenstern
[1944] was a strong collateral force in introducing new mathematical techniques, particularly in the theory of convex sets, into general equilibrium theory.
A simplification of von Neumann’s fixed point theorem was developed a
few years later by S. Kakutani [1941] and has become the standard tool for
proving existence theorems. Let us review briefly the fixed point theorems of
Brouwer and Kakutani. Recall that a set of points is said to be compact if it
is closed and bounded and to be convex if every line segment joining two
points of the set lies entirely within the set. Let C be a compact convex set.
Let f(x) be a vector function which assigns to every point of C a point of C.
Then Brouwer’s theorem asserts that if the mapping f(x) is continuous, then
there is at least one point, x*, which is mapped into itself, i.e., for which
f(x*) = x*.
In the indicial notation which we have used hitherto, we have n real-valued
functions fi (xl, . . ., xn) of n variables. If these functions are continuous and if
the point (f 1, . . .,fn) lies in some compact convex set C whenever (xl, . . ., xn)
lies in that set, then the system of equations, fi (xl, . . ., xn) = ~6, has at least
one solution in C.
The relevance of such a mathematical tool to the problem of existence is
obvious. However, we have already noted above that once we permit constant
returns to scale, we have to allow for the possibility that the profit-maximizing
choice of production process may be a whole set, all equally profitable, for
some given set of prices. Hence, instead of dealing with functions, we need to
concern ourselves with the more general notion of a point-to-set mapping, or
correspondence, as it is sometimes termed. Kakutani’s theorem deals with this
more general situation. To every point x = (xl, . . ., xn) in a compact convex
set C, we associate a subset of C, say @ (x). We say that x* is a fixed point o f
this correspondence if the point x * belongs to the set associated with x*, i.e.,
to @ (x*).
Kakutani’s theorem tells us that such a fixed point will exist if two conditions
are fulfilled: for each x, @ (x) is a convex set; and as x varies, @ (x) is continuous
in a certain sense, more technically, that it has the property known as upper
semi-continuity.

5
P ARETO E FFICIENCY , COMPETITIVE E QUILIBRIUM,

AND

C ONVEXITY

My own interest first centered on the relations between Pareto efficiency and
competitive equilibrium. In particular, there was considerable discussion among
economists in the late 1940’s about the inefficiencies resulting from rent control
and different proposals for arriving at the efficiency benefits of a free market
by one or another transition route. Part of the informal efficiency arguments
hinged on the idea that under rent control people were buying the wrong kind
of housing, say, excessively large apartments. It struck me that an individual
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bought only one kind of housing, not several. The individual optima were at
corners, and therefore one could not equate marginal rates of substitution by
going over to a free market. Yet diagrammatic analysis of simple cases suggested to me that the traditional identification of competitive equilibrium and
Pareto efficiency was correct but could not be proved by the local techniques
of the differential calculus.
I soon realized that the theory of convex sets, and, in particular, the separation theorem, was the appropriate tool. Start with a Pareto-efficient allocation,
and consider all logically possible allocations which would be preferred to it
by everyone. Of course, no such allocation can be feasible; otherwise the allocation we started with would not be Pareto efficient. Each such allocation is a
statement of demand or supply of each commodity by each individual or firm.
Hence, by adding up over individuals and firms, with appropriate attention
to signs, we can define the excess demand for each commodity. Let Z be the
set of all excess demand vectors (z1, . . ., z n) generated this way. Since they are
all infeasible, it must be true for each one that there is positive excess demand
for at least one commodity. In the language of set theory, the set Z is disjoint
from the non-positive orthant, i.e., the set of vectors (z 1, . . ., zn) such that
ti 5 0 for all i.
The separation theorem for convex sets asserts that if two convex sets are
disjoint, there is a hyperplane which separates them, so that one set is on one
side and the other set on the other. In symbols, if C1 and C2 are disjoint convex
sets in n-dimensional space, there exists numbers p i (i = 1, . . ., n), not all zero,
?I
n
c , s u c h t h a t z&xi 2 c for all x = (xl, . . ., xn) in Cl, 2 &xi 5 c for all x i n
i=I

i=l

C 2. Let us apply this theorem to the present case. The non-positive orthant is
obviously a convex set; let us assume for the moment that Z is convex. Then
we can find numbers pi (i = 1, . . ., n), not all zero, c such that,

From the second condition, it can easily be seen that we cannot have pi < 0
for any i. Hence, pi is non-negative for all i and (since there is at least one
non-zero pi ) positive for at least one i. This is customarily expressed by saying
that the vector p = (p , . . ., p ) is semi-positive.
It follows that,
1

n
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Now assume, as is usually reasonable, that there are points in 2 as close as
one wishes to 2. Then clearly we must have,

We begin to see that a Pareto efficient allocation is an equilibrium of supply
and demand in the generalized sense which includes corners.
We also see that,

Let us go back to the definition of excess demand, as a sum of individual and
firm demands and supplies.
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Taken altogether, it has been shown that if Z is a convex set, the Pareto
efficient allocation can be achieved as a competitive equilibrium of the market,
in the sense that prices and a suitable initial allocation of resources can be
found such that each individual is achieving his satisfaction level at minimum
cost, each firm is maximizing profits, and the markets are all in equilibrium
in the generalized sense which permits corner equilibria.
The need to assume that Z is convex puts in sharper focus the convexity
assumptions which had always implicitly underlain neoclassical theory. The
convexity of Z could be derived from the following two assumptions: (1) for
each individual, the set of consumption vectors preferred to a given vector is
convex; (2) for each firm, the set of technologically possible vectors is convex.
The result states that, under suitable convexity conditions, a necessary
condition for an allocation to be Pareto efficient is that it be realizable in the
market as a competitive equilibrium. A byproduct of the investigation was
the proof of the converse theorem: a competitive equilibrium is always Pareto
efficient, and this theorem is true without any convexity assumption.
These results were embodied in Arrow [1951a]. But the idea that the theory
of convex sets was the appropriate tool was clearly in the air. While I was
working at Stanford, Gerard Debreu [1951] obtained very much the same results at the Cowles Commission for Research in Economics at Chicago.

6
T HE E XISTENCE

OF

C OMPETITIVE E QUILIBRIUM

Again working independently and in ignorance of each other’s activities,
Debreu and I both started applying Kakutani’s fixed point theorem to the
problem of existence. In this case, we exchanged manuscripts in sufficient
time to realize our common efforts and also to realize the need for relaxing
an excessively severe assumption we had both made (Arrow and Debreu
[1954]).
An essential precondition for our studies was the basic work of Tjalling
Koopmans [1951] on the analysis of production in terms of activity analysis.
In this he extended von Neumann’s work into a systematic account of the
production structure of the economy. He saw it as a set of activities, each of
which could be operated at any level but with the overall levels constrained
by initial resource limitations. The crucial novelty was the explicit statement
of the assumptions which insured that the feasible set of outputs would be
bounded for any finite set of initial resources. It turned that this limitation is
a “global” property. That is, conditions on the nature of individual activities
(for example, that every activity had to have at least one input) were not
sufficient to insure the boundedness of the economy as a whole. It was necessary
to require that no combination of activities as a whole permitted production
without inputs.
The first question is the definition of equilibrium when the behavior of
firms is described by a correspondence rather than a function. For simplicity,
I will continue to assume that the decisions of individual consumer h can be
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h

f

h

Let Z(p ) be the set of all vectors (z 1, . . ., zn) which can be formed by all
possible selections of the vectors yf from the profit-maximizing correspondence
Y f(p), the selections for different firms being made independently of each
other. It is not hard to show that Z(p ) is convex for each p and is an upper
semi-continuous correspondence for p as a variable. It is also true and important that Walras’ Law holds; that is,
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The correspondence Z(p ) assigns to each price vector a set of excess demands;
an equilibrium price vector p* would be one such that Z(p* ) has at least one
element for which ti 5 0, all i. We now introduce a mapping from excess
demands; very roughly, we want low excess demands to have low or more
precisely zero prices. Since the whole system is homogeneous of degree zero in
the prices, the general level of the prices can be set arbitrarily with no loss of
generality. It will be assumed then that

Since prices are semi-positive, it is also assumed that pi 2 0, all i; the set
of price vectors satisfying these conditions will be denoted by P, the price
simplex. Then we define the following correspondence, assigning to each vector
of excess demands, a subset of the price simplex: for any z = ( Z 1, . . ., zn),
let 2 be the largest of the components Zi; then define P(z) to be the set of
price vectors in the unit simplex for which p i = 0 for all commodities i for
which zi < 2. In words, total prices must add up to one, but this total is to
be distributed only over those commodities with maximum excess demand.
This rule is somewhat artificial, but it suffices for the proof.

By Walras’ Law,
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that even under all the usual strong assumptions about the behavior of individuals, this cannot be true everywhere in the price simplex except under very
artificial conditions. The trouble is that the individual’s income also depends
upon prices, and if the prices of those commodities which the individual
owns originally fall to zero, his income falls to zero. When some prices and
income are zero, however, the demand for the now-free goods may jump
discontinuously. To illustrate, suppose an individual owned initially only one
good, say, labor. So long as the price of that good was positive, he might retain
some for his own use, but in any case could never consume more than he had
initially. But when the price fell to zero, he could demand the same labor
from others and in any amount he chooses.
The existence of competitive equilibrium then does depend on assumptions
which insure that for each individual there is at least one commodity he owns
initially which is bound to have positive value. I will not state these assumptions
here; the original set in Arrow-Debreu has been refined through the work of
Gale [1957], McKenzie [1959, 1961], and Arrow and Hahn [1971, Chapter 5,
section 4].

7
G ENERAL E QUILIBRIUM

AND

U NCERTAINTY

Once the broad approach to the analysis of existence was set, it could be applied
in many different directions. One was the analysis of models which represented
in one way or another imperfections in the competitive system. The requirement of proving an existence theorem in each case leads to the need for a rigorous spelling out of assumptions, a requirement which seems to be proving
very fruitful. Much of this work is now going on, in such areas as the analysis
of futures markets, expectations, and monetary theory, but time does not
permit comment on what is in any case a rapidly changing field.
Another approach is to retain the competitive assumptions but interpret
them in new contexts. One example of this is the extension of general equilibrium theory to uncertain outcomes (Arrow [1953]; Debreu [1959, Chapter
7]). Suppose there is some uncertainty in production due, for example, to the
weather. One type of weather will benefit one kind of producer and injure
another, while another type will do the opposite. If we assume that individuals
are averse to risk, there is room for a mutually profitable trade in insurance.
Even apart from risk aversion, individuals and firms in planning for an uncertain future may want to make sure that their demands and outputs are mutually compatible. Thus, if there is uncertainty about the supply of grain, a miller
may prefer to make future contracts for labor contingent on that uncertainty.
We take from the theory of probability the concept of a state of the world,
which is a description of the world so precise that it completely defines all
initial holdings of goods and all technological possibilities. Uncertainty is not
knowing which state will in fact hold. The initial holdings of commodity i by
individual h if state s should hold can be designated by .@& Similarly, the set
of possible input-output vectors for a firm may depend upon the state s;
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f

if s is the

state.
The feasibility of any allocation will then depend upon the state s, and therefore commitments to consumption and production must vary similarly. Hence
the decision by any individual must be a separate vector xhs = (xh& . . ., Xhns)
for each state S . But clearly it is optimal for all concerned to make all these
decisions simultaneously, in advance of knowing which state of the world will
in fact prevail; it is this advance decision which permits the possible gains from
insurance, from the reduction in risk-bearing. Hence, we should really think
of the vector xh, which, for fixed h, contains components This where i and s
range over commodities and states of the world, respectively.
What we are led to is considering the same physical commodity in different
states of the world as economically different commodities. The procedure is
exactly analogous to Hicks’s analysis of present and future goods [1939]; the
same physical commodity at different points of time define different commodities.
The whole previous analysis can then be applied, with a suitable reinterpretation. Commodities in the ordinary sense are replaced by contingent commodities, promises to buy or sell a given commodity if and only if a certain state
of the world occurs. The market will then determine contingent prices. Clearing
of the markets means clearing of the contingent markets; the commitments
made are sufficiently flexible so that they can always be satisfied.
It should be noted that preference orderings over vectors of contingent
commodities contain elements of judgment about the likelihoods of different
states of the world as well as elements of taste in the ordinary sense. Other
things being equal, one will invest less heavily in a demand contingent upon a
state deemed unlikely.
One can work out the implications of this model. Clearly, the contingent
commodities called for do not exist to the extent required, but the variety
of securities available on modern markets serves as a partial substitute. In
my own thinking, the model of general equilibrium under uncertainty is as
much a normative ideal as an empirical description. It is the way the actual
world differs from the criteria of the model which suggests social policy to
improve the efficiency with which risk-bearing is allocated.
In fact, is is not a mere empirical accident that not all the contingent markets
needed for efficiency exist but a necessary fact with deep implications for the
workings and structure of economic institutions. Roughly speaking, information
about particular events, even after they have occurred, is not spread evenly
throughout the population. Two people cannot enter into a contract contingent
on the occurrence of a certain event or state if only one of them in fact will
know that the event has occurred. A particular example of this is sometimes
known as “moral hazard” in the insurance and economic literature. The very
existence of insurance will change individual behavior in the direction of less
care in avoiding risks. The insurance policy that would be called for by an
optimal allocation of risk bearing would only cover unavoidable risks and
would distinguish their effects from those due to behavior of the individual.
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But in fact all the insurer can observe is a result, for example, a fire or the
success or failure of a business, and cannot decompose it into exogenous and
endogenous components. Contingent contracts, to speak generally, can be
written only on mutually observed events, not on aspects of the state of the
world which may be known to one but not both of the parties.
Although I cannot argue the point here, I would hold that the allocational
difficulties arising from the inequality in information are of importance in
such diverse fields as medical care and racial discrimination (see Arrow
[1963a 19721). The difficulty of achieving optimal allocation of risk-bearing
because of differences in information was first stated in a general form by
Radner [1968].

8
T HE T HEORY

OF

S OCIAL C HOICE

General competitive equilibrium above all teaches the extent to which a social
allocation of resources can be achieved by independent private decisions
coordinated through the market. We are assured indeed that not only can an
allocation be achieved, but the result will be Pareto efficient. But, as has been
stressed, there is nothing in the process which guarantees that the distribution
be just. Indeed, the theory teaches us that the final allocation will depend on
the distribution of initial supplies and of ownership of firms. If we want to
rely on the virtues of the market but also to achieve a more just distribution,
the theory suggests the strategy of changing the initial distribution rather than
interfering with the allocation process at some later stage.
Thus even under the assumptions most favorable to decentralization o
decision-making, there is an irreducible need for a social or collective choice
on distribution. In point of fact, there are a great many other situations in
which the replacement of market by collective decision-making is necessary
or at least desirable. In their different ways, both political scientists and
economists have discussed the necessary role of the state. Among economists,
these discussions have revolved around the concepts of externalities, increasing
returns, and market failure; the clarification and application of these ideas
have been among the major achievements of modern economic thought, but
I have time now merely to recall them to you as helping to create the need
for normative and descriptive analysis of collective decision-making.
In the context of social choice, each individual may be assumed to have a
preference ordering over all possible social states. This ordering expresses not
only his desire for his own consumption but also social attitudes, his views on
justice in distribution or on benefits to others from collective decisions. The
ordinalist viewpoint forbids us from ascribing a definite quantitative expression
to this preference, at least a quantitative expression which would have any
interpersonal validity.
Classical utilitarianism specifies that choices among alternative social states
be judged in terms of their consequences for the members of the society; in
the present terminology, this means in terms of the individual preference scales
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for social choices. This is obviously not a sufficient basis for choice in view of
the diversity of individual preferences. It is implicit in classical utilitarianism
and explicit in Bergson’s work that there is a second level at the individual
judgments are aggregated into what might be termed a welfare judgment.
Thus the formation of welfare judgments is logically equivalent to what I
will call a constitution. Specifically, a constitution is a rule which associates to
each possible set of individual preference orderings a social choice rule. A
social choice rule, in turn, is a rule for selecting a socially preferred action out
of any set of alternatives which may be feasible.
So far, I would hold that the description of a constitution is a tautology, at
least if we start from the view that social choice has to be based on the individual
preference orderings. The real question is what conditions are to be imposed on
the constitution.
One condition, which is already contained in Bergson’s work, is that for any
given set of individual preferences, the social choice rule defined by them shall
satisfy the technical conditions of an ordering, that is, that all possible alternative social states should be capable of being ranked and then the social choice
from any particular set of alternatives should be the most preferred alternative,
according to the ordering, in the available set. This is sometimes called the
condition of Collective Rationality.
A second condition, again in agreement with Bergson, is the Pareto principle;
the social choice process shall never yield an outcome if there is another feasible
alternative which everyone prefers according to his preference ordering.
A third hardly controversial condition is that of Non-Dictatorship; the constitution shall not be such that there is an individual whose preferences automatically become those of society regardless of anyone else’s preferences.
The fourth condition which I have suggested, that of the Independence of
Irrelevant Alternatives, is more disputable, though I would argue that it has
strong pragmatic justification : the social choice made from any set of alternatives will depend on only the orderings of individuals among alternatives in
that set. To see what is at stake, suppose that a society has to make a choice
among some alternatives and does so. After the decision is made, an alternative
which has not previously been thought of is mentioned as a logical possibility,
although it is still not feasible. The individuals can expand their preference
orderings to place this new alternative in its place on their ranking; but should
this preference information about an alternative which could not be chosen
in any case affect the previous decision?
Any form of voting certainly satisfies the condition of Independence of
Irrelevant Alternatives; the preferences of voters as between candidates and
non-candidates or as between non-candidates, are of course, never asked for
or taken into account.
It turns out (Arrow [1951b, 1963b]) that these four reasonable-sounding
requirements are contradictory. That is, if we devise any constitution, then
it is always possible to find a set of individual orderings which will cause the
constitution to violate one of these conditions. In one special form, this paradox
is old. The method of majority voting is an appealing method of social choice.
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Like any other voting method, it satisfies Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives and certainly the Pareto principle and the condition on Non-Dictatorship.
But as Condorcet pointed out as far back as [1785], majority voting may not
lead to an ordering. More specifically, intransitivity is possible. Consider the
following example. There are three alternatives X, y, and z, among which
choice is to be made. One-third of the voters have the ranking ~,y, z; one-third,
the ranking y, z, x; and one-third, the ranking z, X , y. Then a majority of the
voters prefer x to y, a majority prefer y to z, and a majority prefer z to x.
Unfortunately, this result is not due to a removable imperfection in the method
of majority voting. The four conditions on social choice are mutually contradictory.
The philosophical and distributive implications of the paradox of social
choice are still not clear. Certainly, there is no simple way out. I hope that others
will take this paradox as a challenge rather than as a discouraging barrier.
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